Astrophotonics is the new frontier technology to make suitable diffraction-limited spectrographs for the next generation of large telescopes. Astrophotonic spectrographs are miniaturized, robust and cost-effective. For various astronomical studies, such as probing the early universe, observing in near infrared (NIR) is crucial. Therefore, our research group is developing moderate resolution (R ∼ 1500) on-chip photonic spectrographs in the NIR bands (J Band: 1.1−1.4 µm; H band: 1.45−1.7 µm). To achieve this, we use the concept of arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs). We fabricate the device using a silica-on-silicon substrate. The waveguides on this AWG are 2 µm wide and 0.1 µm high Si 3 N 4 core buried inside a 15 µm thick SiO 2 cladding.
INTRODUCTION
The field of photonics emerged as a revolution in telecommunication industry in the last two decades. This technology has since found widespread applications in fundamental and applied sciences. The photonic approach is geared to solve to some of the major challenges in observational astronomy. [1] [2] [3] As larger and larger ground-and space-based telescopes are being proposed and built, the volume, mass, and cost of the associated conventional optical instruments scale roughly as the cube of the diameter of the telescope. 1 Maintaining the mechanical and thermal stability over such large volumes and across different optical elements of an instrument is challenging. For space telescopes, it is particularly crucial to keep the payload size and weight minimal. The astrophotonic devices are miniaturized and hence, reduce the size and mass of astronomical instrumentation by several orders of magnitude while keeping the costs substantially lower.
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The power of guiding the light and manipulating it on a micro/nano scale in photonics has imparted immense flexibility to a wide variety of astronomical instruments. , especially in the near-infrared, enabling a reduction in the number of modes required to efficiently collect the starlight into a multi-/few-mode fiber. 21 All of these recent developments described above are ushering the field of astronomical instrumentation to the photonic era.
Scientific Motivation
The photonic spectrograph described here is designed for a specific scientific exploration. Studying the galaxy evolution and the composition of galaxies in the first few billion years of the universe is a unsolved question, which demands deep observations using large area telescopes and efficiently dispersing the collected light to study the signatures of various atomic and ionic species that reveal the composition, physical conditions and kinematics of the material in, around, and between galaxies. [22] [23] [24] [25] Most of these signatures are in the rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths. Due to accelerating expansion of the universe, this UV light from the first few billion years of the universe gets redshifted to near-infrared (NIR) light in the observed frame. It is therefore important to focus the investigation of early universe in J and H bands (1150-1350 nm and 1450-1650 nm respectively). The resolving power needs to be high enough to enable meaningful scientific investigation but at the same time it is necessary to maintain a high signal-to-noise ratio, especially since these distant objects tend to be faint. Therefore a moderate resolution (λ/δλ ∼1500) is required. This kind of exploration requires large telescopes (>8 m aperture) and the volume of associated conventional spectrographs scales with the telescope aperture in a superlinear fashion.
1, 2 These large-scale instruments face major challenges in mechanical and thermal stability of the optical components. Therefore, implementation of a compact integrated photonic spectrograph is of particular interest in this case. 
Arrayed Waveguide Grating Spectrograph (AWG)
Among various photonic solutions, arrayed waveguide gratings is a particularly promising approach owing to a well-developed design methodology from telecommunication industry and relative ease of fabrication. An arrayed waveguide grating is, in principle, similar to a conventional diffraction grating spectrograph, as shown in The input light is guided through the input waveguides to the free propagation region (FPR), which illuminates the array of waveguides with the same phase. The array is constructed such that the path difference between adjacent waveguides is a fixed multiple (i.e. the spectral order) of the wavelength. This light interferes in the output free propagation region leading to constructive interference peaks at the output FPR interface depending on the wavelength. Multiple spectral orders overlap at the output FPR interface depending on the designed free spectral range of the device. The output FPR can either be sampled by output waveguides (as shown in Fig. 1 ) to measure the spectral composition of the light in specific discrete channels, or the output FPR can be exposed and the overlapping orders can be separated by a low resolution cross disperser (as shown in Fig. 2 ). This approach gives a more continuous picture of the spectral information, as required in most of the astronomical explorations.
AN INTEGRATED PHOTONIC SPECTROGRAPH
The AWG spectrograph described here is the principal component of the integrated astrophotonic spectrograph in the near-IR for the scientific exploration described above using ground-based telescopes. Ground-based near-IR spectroscopy, especially at moderate resolutions is challenging since the near-IR sky gives a bright background from the narrow atmospheric OH-emission lines.
11, 26, 27 For a moderate resolution spectrograph, it is important to selectively eliminate these OH-lines prior to dispersion to minimize the noise. We have developed waveguide Bragg gratings (WBGs) to introduce notch filters in the light path to selectively eliminate the OH-emission lines prior to dispersion step in the AWGs.
11, 12 These on-chip devices operate in single-mode waveguides, while the telescope illumination is multimode in nature due to atmospheric turbulence. A photonic lantern will be used to efficiently capture and guide the light into several single mode fibers/waveguides. 17, 28 The multimode light from the telescope is efficiently coupled into multimode fibers. The photonic lanterns adiabatically taper the multimode fiber into several single-mode fibers (the number depends on quality of the telescope beam). These single-mode fibers will feed the integrated chip with WBGs and AWG on it. Various spectral orders of the dispersed AWG light are separated in the orthogonal direction using a compact low-resolution cross dispersion setup and thus the 2D spectrum will be imaged onto the detector. The schematic of this integrated spectrograph is shown in Fig. 2 . This design provides the modularity to stack several of these integrated photonic chips fed by separate lanterns for multi-object spectroscopy or taking spectra of the different wavebands simultaneously using dedicated photonic chips for that particular waveband. telescope light in a single mode fiber is not highly efficient since the beam is not diffraction limited (unlike the case for radio telescopes) due to atmospheric turbulence. 29 Thanks to the recent developments in adaptive optics (eg. SCExAO), it is possible to achieve near-diffraction limited performance, thus allowing efficient coupling of light into a few-mode fiber in near-IR. 30 In this paper, we are exploring the case of a three-input spectrograph as a test-bench to understand the challenges of a multi-input AWG from an astronomical perspective and propose solutions to effectively combine the light from multiple inputs to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio spectrum.
Design
The AWG design is similar to the AWG in Gatkine et al. 2017 , but with three input waveguides (instead of one) at the same spatial separation as designed for the output waveguides. This spatial separation is chosen since it is the standard in wavelength division multiplexing application in telecommunication industry where the AWG approach originated. 31 The detailed design, throughput and wavelegnth response of the single-input AWG are described in Gatkine et al. 2017 . The physical parameters of the current multi-input AWG are described in Table 1 . The design free spectral range of the AWG is 9.5 nm, thus covering the entire H-band in roughly 23 spectral orders. The size of the AWG chip is 16 mm × 7 mm. 
Simulation
The AWG was simulated using Rsoft software 32 to study the characteristics of a representative spectral order centered around 1600 nm. There are 3 input waveguides for this AWG and the output FPR is sampled by 5 output waveguides. In the spectral domain, each of the 'discrete' output waveguides are separated by ∆λ ∼ 1.6 nm (by design) in all the spectral orders. This is also called 'channel spacing. The AWG is simulated by illuminating each input waveguide one by one and calculating the response at each of the output waveguides. Here, we will focus on the central output channel of the AWG (as shown in Fig.3 ) and explore how the wavelength response changes with various modifications in the input waveguides. For simplicity, we vary the input waveguide separation progressively as shown in Fig. 4. 
Results
Each off-center input gives an output spectrum that is shifted in wavelength by an amount (say, dλ) proportional to the offset from the central input waveguide. This dλ shift leads to degradation of the resolving power roughly by a factor of number of input waveguides × dλ/∆λ, where ∆λ is the channel spacing as described in the above paragraph (in this case, ∼1.6 nm). The goal is to keep this shift minimal to reduce the degradation from the design resolving power. This way, the desired resolution can be achieved without increasing the intrinsic resolution of the AWG by a large factor (to compensate for the degradation).
Towards that objective, we employ the idea of minimizing the separation between the input waveguides to the maximum possible extent. We demonstrate this idea from the simulation described in Fig. 4 . The waveguide separation and the effect on the resolving power degradation is summarized in Fig. 4 and Table 2 . It is clear from these simulations that feeding the input light to the AWGs using a compact assembly of waveguides is a very effective approach for minimizing the central wavelength shift and thereby obtaining the desired resolution with minimal need of compensation.
We are currently developing a photonic spectrograph with a compact input feed to incorporate a few single mode fibers emanating from the photonic lantern attached to an AO-corrected telescope's focus. This demonstration will work as a stepping stone for fabrication and physically implementation of a higher resolution AWG (by increasing the spectral order) whose final resolution (including the resolution degradation) will be ∼1500. 
